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Photoshop® in Architectural GraphicsSpringer, 2009

	Photoshop® by Adobe Systems Inc. is the
	global market leader among image-processing
	applications.


	Besides the “classical” fields of application
	in photography, graphics and web
	design, it plays an important role in 3-D
	modelling, both in the creation of textures
	and in the post-production of rendered...
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Ambient FindabilityO'Reilly, 2005
How do you find your way in an age of information overload? How can you filter streams of complex information to pull out only what you want? Why does it matter how information is structured when Google seems to magically bring up the right answer to your questions? What does it mean to be "findable" in this day and...
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Image Processing for Remote SensingCRC Press, 2007
Edited by leaders in the field, with contributions by a panel of experts, Image Processing for Remote Sensing explores new and unconventional mathematics methods. The coverage includes the physics and mathematical algorithms of SAR images, a comprehensive treatment of MRF-based remote sensing image classification, statistical...
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Computer Vision: Models, Learning, and InferenceCambridge University Press, 2012


	There are already many computer vision textbooks, and it is reasonable to question the need for another. Let me explain why I chose to write this volume.


	Computer vision is an engineering discipline; we are primarily motivated by the real-world concern of...
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Computer Forensics For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Uncover a digital trail of e-evidence by using the helpful, easy-to-understand information in Computer Forensics For Dummies! Professional and armchair investigators alike can learn the basics of computer forensics, from digging out electronic evidence to solving the case. You won’t need a computer science degree to master...
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Adaptive Nonlinear System Identification: The Volterra and Wiener Model Approaches (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2007
Adaptive Nonlinear System Identification: The Volterra and Wiener Model Approaches introduces engineers and researchers to the field of nonlinear adaptive system identification. The book includes recent research results in the area of adaptive nonlinear system identification and presents simple, concise, easy-to-understand methods for...
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Using OpenRefinePackt Publishing, 2013

	The essential OpenRefine guide that takes you from data analysis and error fixing to linking your dataset to the Web


	Overview

	
		Create links between your dataset and others in an instant
	
		Effectively transform data with regular expressions and the General Refine Expression Language
	...
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Classical Circuit TheorySpringer, 2008

	This book begins with the basic principles of circuits, derives their analytic properties in both the time and frequency domains, and states and proves the two important theorems. It then develops an algorithmic method to design common and uncommon types of circuits, such as prototype filters, lumped delay lines, constant phase difference...
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Java SE8 for the Really Impatient: A Short Course on the Basics (Java Series)Addison Wesley, 2014

	Eagerly anticipated by millions of programmers, Java SE 8 is the most important Java update in many years. The addition of lambda expressions (closures) and streams represents the biggest change to Java programming since the introduction of generics and annotations.


	 

...
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Data Assimilation for Atmospheric, Oceanic and Hydrologic ApplicationsSpringer, 2009
This book presents the most recent achievements in data assimilation in Geosciences, especially in regards to meteorology, oceanography and hydrology. It spans both theoretical and applied aspects with various methodologies including variational, Kalman filter, maximum likelihood ensemble filter and other ensemble methods. Besides data...
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Pro Core Data for iOS: Data Access and Persistence Engine for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touchApress, 2011

	The power of Core Data allows iOS developers to efficiently store and retrieve application data using familiar object-oriented paradigms. Pro Core Data for iOS explains both how and why to use Core Data for data storage, from simple to advanced techniques. Covering common and advanced persistence patterns, this book prepares any iOS developer...
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Learning Linux Shell ScriptingPackt Publishing, 2015

	
		Unleash the power of shell scripts to solve real-world problems by breaking through the practice of writing tedious code 

	
		About This Book

		
			Learn how to efficiently and effectively build shell scripts and develop advanced applications with this handy book
	
			Develop high...
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